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actaruss 1 

 
 
Electro, Nu-Jazz, Lounge 
 
 
 

    

 

 

Musician, author, composer, Dj, illustrator and 
designer since the beginning of nineties:  
actaruss 1 is a complete and versatile artist. 

Its musical career begins really in Milan in the 
middle of the Eighties : he plays in many concerts 
with groups such as Overload (IT) and Joanies' 
Butterflies (IT), in quality from bass player. This is 
his time of progressive rock'n'roll tinted of Metal. 

He comes to Geneva in the Nineties and takes part 
in several musical projects - blues, rock'n'roll, funk 
hip-hop (CH - Turtle walk). He creates the 
drum'n'bass band Freebase Corporation, where he 
plays his instrument of predilection: the bass. In 
parallel, he begins a DJ career and completely 
embraces the electronic musics and discovers new 
musical moves of labels such as Jazzanova 
Compost Records, Komfort Musik, Pschent or 
Talkin loud, while continuing his bass play with the 
group Zodiac Project (CH - electro body rock). 
 
His solo project, called actaruss1, is created in 
2003 and announces his artistic maturity,  
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where he invents original musics while associating 
with ingeniousness, voice, instruments and electro 
sounds. By combining his jazz, ethno and jazz 
influences with electronic sounds, actaruss1 
composes contemporary musical parts. The 
intervention of musicians brings another more 
instrumental and more human dimension, to the 
electronic regularity. 

Since 2004, actaruss1 also composes musics 
records for movies and sound design for TV 
programs or brands for internet. 

actaruss1 wrote, played and arranged all the titles 
of his albums and tracks (creation, electric bass, 
guitar and voice). 

Live, actaruss1 proposes performances/Dj, 
lounge&nu-jazz set, with musicians (trumpet, sax, 
guitar...) as well as vocals, MC and singers. 

 

 

 

 Album: Delivering (2004) 

ID Titles duration 

1 Bolero lounge 03:52 

2 Water'n'salt 04:40 

3 Ambre 05:05 

4 Pamela 05:15 

5 Flight 303 05:31 

6 Doldrums 06:19 

7 Tobago trip 04:15 

8 Estro 04:42 

9 Delivering 04:56 

10 Asso 05:55 

11 Big Bossa 05:07  

 Album: Just Be People (2005) 

ID Titles duration 

1 Just be people 05:26 

2 Quiet & gentle 05:50 

3 Le Jardin 04:02 

4 Lentamente 04:35 

5 Le goût 03:55 

6 Estate 04.26 

7 Joy 04:47 

8 Compatibility 04:53 

9 Aurora 05:04 

10 September 04:31  
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